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DuoGlide knives combine ergonomic,
state-of-the-art designs and today ’s
most advanced technology to give
you a more precise, more comfortable
way to cut – The NEW way to cut.
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Dexter recommends carefully hand washing all fine cutlery immediately after
use with a mild soap and warm water, then rinse and thoroughly dry them with
a soft towel.
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Superior Comfort & Control

Designed in the USA

7 1/2” blade ideal for slicing bread,
tomatoes, fruits and cooked meats as
well as slicing sandwiches.
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Dexter Lifetime Guarantee: Dexter products are guaranteed to be free from
defects in material and workmanship for the life of the product. For service
please contact our Customer Service Department at 1-800-343- 6042.
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Scalloped edge increases ability
bility to cut
through a variety of surfaces,
s, without
losing sharpness.

DuoGlide is a complete line of cutle
cutlery
providing “The NEW way to cut” – with precise
control and reduced wrist, arm or hand discomfort
thanks to soft, textured grips. We’ve combined our
renowned blade technology with an ultra-soft,
right-sized handle that can be gripped in several
ways for more comfort and control. Now you can
cut, chop, or slice with greater comfort and less
fatigue.
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The ultra-soft, right-sized and textured
handle makes it very easy to
o grip the
knife securely.

Duo-edge
technology
for ultra thin
non-stick
slicing

Cyan

This knife provides an easy,
safe, and comfortable way
y
to slice sandwiches, bread,
tomatoes and other
vegetables as well as fruits.
The blade’s edge features
specially designed scallops
that form super sharp cutting
ng
edges. The cutting points help
elp
retain the knife’s sharpness.

Handle sealed
to blade for
greater
sanitation
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Bread/Slicer

Individu
Individually
ua ground
and honed
ho
one for the
ultimate
te edge

Soft,
Soft
high-imp
p
high-impact,
stain res
sis
resistant
handle

Meta
Trendex
Futura

““Slicing is a breeze for me now”

71/2"

Textture
Textured
ed for
sec
cure
c
e grip
grrip
secure

Professional
grade
cross
polish
Corrosion
resistant,
high-carbon
stainless
steel
blade
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The ideal tool for peeling, trimming,
slicing and garnishing small fruits and
d
vegetables.
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Ideal for slicing, dicing, and chopping
pin
ng
parsley, vegetables, fruit, and other
herr
ingredients.

The wide blade design enhances
control.
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The most versatile knife
fe for chopping,
dicing, mincing, or slicing
ng fruits,
vegetables and otherr ingredients.
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Duo-edge technology allows ultra-thin,
a-thin,
non-stick slicing.
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Duo-edge Technology
y allows ultra-thin,
non-stick slicing.
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The unique design positions your
hand directly over the food to be
e
cut to allow for greater control and
nd
minimal effort.
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The unique design
positions your hand directly
rectly over the
food to be cut to allow
w for greater
control and minimal effort.
ffort.

The ultra-soft, right-sized and textured
ed
handle makes it very easy to grip the
he
knife securely.
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The ultra-comfortable handle is
sized to “feel right” in your hand
and has the soft, sure-grip texture
e
featured on all DuoGlide knives.

Meta
Trendex
Futura

The ultra-soft, right-sized
ed
and textured handle
makes it very easy to grip
the knife securely.
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The paring knife is a staple in every
ery
kitchen. Ours will quickly become
e
your favorite tool. It has a sharp,
precision-ground blade that will
easily cut through any material. It’s
made from high-carbon stainlesss
steel, so the cutting edge will retain
tain
its sharpness. Cleanup is a breeze
e
too. Once you hold our Paring Knife
nife
in your hand, you’ll never want to
o
put it down.
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With a wide blade that
enhances control, the
DuoGlide 5” Utility Knife is
perfect for small jobs that
used to seem monumental.
It’s ideal for slicing, dicing,
and chopping parsley,
vegetables, fruit, and other
ingredients.
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The All-Purpose Chef’’s
Knife is an essential tool
ool in
every kitchen. Whether
her
used for cutting, slicing,
g,
or worked in a rocking
g
motion for chopping, the
unique design will make
ake
it your go-to knife for
ease and versatility.
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Paring Knife

Chef’s Knife
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““Great control with little effort”

Utility Knife

33/8"

Cyan

““Makes cutting easy again”

5"
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““The most comfortable knife”

8"All-Purpose

